Chaos to randomness: distinguishing between healthy and non-healthy lung sound behaviour.
Lung abnormalities and respiratory diseases increase as side effects of urban life and development. Therefore, understanding lung dynamics and its changes during the presence of abnormalities are critical in order to design more reliable tools for the early diagnosis and screening of lung pathology. The goal of this paper is to indicate the chaotic nature of normal lung sound and its transition to randomness in the presence of lung disease. The latter characteristic could serve as an indicator for evaluating the recovery process for patients suffering from lung disease. To verify this idea, we compared group of healthy and non-healthy subjects and also group of non-healthy subjects before and after treatments. Chaotic and randomness indices applied to lung sound signals which captured by multichannel data acquisition system. Results show that the normal lung displays chaotic dynamics. However, with the increase in lung abnormality, moves toward more random behaviour and away from its original chaotic state. Also, chaotic and randomness indices indicate their abilities to classify healthy and non-healthy lung sounds.